During NOVA operations it is planned to run the Fermilab Recycler in a 12 batch slip stacking mode. In preparation for this, measurements of the tune during a six batch injection and then as the beam is decelerated by changing the RF frequency have been carried out in the Main Injector. The coherent tune shifts due to the changing beam intensity were measured and compared well with the theoretically expected tune shift. The tune shifts due to changing RF frequency, required for slip stacking, also compare well with the linear theory, although some nonlinear affects are apparent at large frequency changes. These results give us confidence that the expected tunes shifts during 12 batch slip stacking Recycler operations can be accommodated.
INTRODUCTION
The delivery of a high intensity proton beam for neutrino experiments is a core element of the Fermilab physics program for the next decade and beyond. Part of the accelerator upgrade portion of the NuMI Off-Axis νe Appearance Experiment, (NOVA) is to increase the beam power of the 120 GeV beam from the Main Injector (MI) synchrotron onto the neutrino target from the present maximum level of 400 kW to 700 kW. This increase of the proton throughput of the Main Injector (MI) will be achieved by converting the Recycler Ring (RR) from its function as an anti-proton storage ring during collider operations into a proton pre-injector for the MI [1] .
In current operations the MI can accept up to 6 batches of 83 bunches from the Booster. The maximum intensity beam in the MI in current operations is achieved by slipstacking two sets of 5 batches and then injecting a eleventh batch into the remaining gap. The beam is then accelerated to 120 GeV.
Using the RR as a pre-injector will enable the 12 batch slip-stacking to be performed in the RR, concurrently to the MI ramp, thereby reducing the MI cycle time from 2.2 s to 1.33 s, approximately doubling the proton throughput.
In preparation for this new operational mode of the RR studies in the MI were carried out to confirm the magnitude of the coherent tune shifts with increasing intensity and then as the beam is decelerated by reducing the RF frequency (required for slip stacking). These measurements helped confirm that there will be sufficient tune shift compensation in the RR.
MEASUREMENTS
The beam intensity is proportional to the length of beam from the Linac that is injected into the Booster. Conveniently, this is measured in units of the length of a booster turn. Turn-by-turn (TBT) BPM data was taken for six injections of two to ten booster turns beam intensity. For the injection measurements the beam was kicked in the MI injection line to give a strong horizontal and vertical signal.
Turn by turn BPM data was also taken for the beam that was decelerated by the RF. For this data the beam was pinged with the injection kicker. Coupling was increased using a small time bump on a single skew quad. This would have a small effect on the intensity dependent tune shift that is assumed to be small. The chromaticity was set to -21 for all measurements to minimise losses.
CALCULATING THE TUNE FROM THE BPM DATA
Data for each BPM were taken and analysed in the time and frequency domain to determine the tune, Q x,y . An example calculation is described below in more detail. Figure 1 shows a BPM signal and its Fourier Transform (FT). As there are approximately 200 BPMS in the MI and many measurements to consider an algorithm for finding the peak of the FFT was used to speed up the calculation. The FT was smoothed using a Gaussian filter and a moving average then the peak intensity found and this was assumed to be the tune. This method was applied to each BPM and there is a good agreement between BPMs for each measurement. Often when analysing the horizontal BPM data strong coupling to the vertical motion was seen, shown in 
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Time Domain
A value for the tune can also be calculated in the "time domain." Here a decaying sinusoid can be fitted to the TBT BPM data: 
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COHERENT TUNE SHIFT WITH INTENSITY
The tune shift due to intensity for particular bunch lengths and intensities can be described by:
where N b is the number of particles per bunch ( 10 10 ), τ is the full bunch length (ns) and M is the number of bunches. The values for C1 and C2 for horizontal and vertical tunes in the Main injector given in Table 1 [2] .
Wall current monitor data was taken to calculate the number of particles per bunch and the bunch length [3] . From this data the measured tune shift compares well with the tune shift expected from the theory, shown in Figure 10 . Table 1 : values of constants for theoretical intensity driven tune shift in the MI. 
CONCLUSIONS
The tune has been successfully measured for six injections and then after deceleration for different intensity beams. Good agreement was found for the tune calculated from each BPM in a particular measurement. The tune changes with intensity fit well with the expected tune change from the theory. For an increase in intensity from 1 10 12 to 25 10 12 particles the tune change is approx. 0.015. This is as expected and gives confidence the RR can handle the expected tune changes. The tune change with RF frequency is reasonably linear and in good agreement with the expected change, although evidence for nonlinearities is apparent. The tunes jittered between similar measurements. One possible cause for this may be jitters in the quadrupole currents, as seen in the regulator values. It is not easy to check this as the regulator value needs to be converted into a current, then a magnetic field and then a tune change.
